Coshee Micro V2
This 1 man backpacking tent is a great starter tent, it’s easy
to pitch and carry. Its low weight and low profile also lends it
for use as a deluxe bivi.

Sleeps: 1
Season Rating Spec: 2 Season Backpacking
Free standing?: No (tent requires guy lines to be pitched)
Packed Weight: 1.4Kg (3lb 1oz)
Number of Porches: 1
Number of Doors: 1
Pitch Type: Fly and Inner pitch together

Pack size: 36cm x 14cm
Range: 2 Season
Flysheet: Stormtex P4000FR
Floor: Aqua Stop P5000
Poles: 8.5mm Superflex Alloy
Pegs: 7 x Round Pin Steel
Guylines: 2 x Yellow Reflective
Inner Door: Half Mesh
£135.00 RRP

Stub Code:
44CMV20

Description

1-person lightweight tent by Wild Country
The Coshee Micro is an ideal 1 man tent for anyone starting out camping and looking for reliability and performance on a budget.
â–ºIt is quick and easy to pitch with just 2 poles.
â–ºThe tent is erected with the flysheet and inner together, which also cuts pitching time and speeds up packing away when it’s time to
move on.
â–ºThe tunnel design is low profile which helps shed wind and provides good weather protection during 2 season use
â–ºFor the size of the tent, the full length door maximises the amount of porch space for storing gear.
â–ºThe tent comes with Wild Country Superflex alloy poles which are lightweight and provide superb strength and reliability.
â–ºThe high performance flysheet and groundsheet are tried and tested Wild Country fabrics which provide excellent protection from the
elements and with taped seams the tent is guaranteed waterproof
â–ºFor those looking for a deluxe bivi the small pack size and low weight make this tent a good option.
For those who like the Coshee style but are looking for a slightly bigger tent for solo trips, take a look at the Coshee 2
Groundsheet protectors (footprints) can be purchased separately to prolong the life of the tent groundsheet and help keep it clean.
Footprints also cover the porch area of the tent which helps keep gear protected and off the ground -Coshee Micro Footprint.

